In this short note we observe that the recent examples of derivedequivalent Calabi-Yau 3-folds with different fundamental groups also have different Brauer groups, using a little topological K-theory.
Z 2 ⊕ Br(X), so they are different. An explicit order-2 element of Br(Y ) arises naturally in Hosono and Takagi's construction [14, Prop. 3.2.1] .
It is worth mentioning that both π 1 and Br are birational invariants, so while birational Calabi-Yau 3-folds are derived equivalent [5] , the converse is not true. In addition to the two examples just mentioned, there is the Pfaffian-Grassmannian derived equivalence of Borisov and Cȃldȃraru [4] . In that example X is a complete intersection in a Grassmannian, so H 1 (X, Z) = Br(X) = 0, so from our result we see that H 1 (Y, Z) = Br(Y ) = 0 as well; to show that X and Y are not birational Borisov and Cȃldȃraru use a more sophisticated minimal model program argument.
Before proving our result we fix terminology.
Definition. A Calabi-Yau 3-fold is a smooth complex projective 3-fold X with ω X ∼ = O X and b 1 (X) = 0. In particular H 1 (X, Z) may be torsion.
This is in contrast to the case of surfaces, where ω X ∼ = O X and b 1 (X) = 0 force π 1 (X) = 0 [17, Thm. 13]. There are several reasons not to require π 1 (X) = 0 for Calabi-Yau 3-folds. As we have just seen, a simply-connected Calabi-Yau 3-fold may be derived equivalent to a non-simply-connected one; it may also be mirror to a non-simply-connected one. Perhaps the best reason is that families of simply-connected and non-simply-connected CalabiYau 3-folds can be connected by "extremal transitions," that is, by performing a birational contraction and then smoothing; most known families of Calabi-Yau 3-folds can be connected by extremal transitions [10, 18] .
Definition. The Brauer group of a smooth complex projective variety X is
where tors denotes the torsion subgroup.
This used to be called the cohomological Brauer group until it was shown to coincide with the honest Brauer group [8] . From the exact sequence
we see that if X is a Calabi-Yau 3-fold then
That is, the Brauer group of a Calabi-Yau 3-fold is entirely topological, in contrast to that of a K3 surface which is entirely analytic.
Proposition. Let X and Y be Calabi-Yau 3-folds with
Proof. Brunner and Distler [6, §2.5] analyzed the boundary maps in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence and saw that for a Calabi-Yau 3-fold X, or indeed any closed oriented 6-manifold with b 1 (X) = 0, it degenerates at the E 2 page. Thus there is a short exact sequence
where K * top (X) is topological K-theory. Since H 5 (X, Z) = H 1 (X, Z) is torsion, this gives an exact sequence
While it is not strictly necessary for our purposes, they also got an exact sequence
here if A is a finite abelian group then the dual group A * := Hom(A, Q/Z), which is non-canonically isomorphic to A. Doran and Morgan [9, §4] analyzed K * top (X) more carefully using the fact that c 1 (X) = 0 and showed that the sequences (1) and (2) are in fact split. Now the proposition follows from the fact that K 0 top and K 1 top are derived invariants [1, §2.1]. In a bit more detail, if Φ :
and arguing as in [16, Lem. 5 .32] we find that the same formulas define inverse isomorphisms K * (X) → K * (Y ) and K * (Y ) → K * (X): use the fact that the pushforward on K * satisfies a projection formula and is compatible with the pushforward on D b .
We conclude with a remark on H 1 and Br in mirror symmetry. Batyrev and Kreuzer [3] predicted that mirror symmetry exchanges H 1 and Br, having calculated both groups for all Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in 4-dimensional toric varieties. In all their examples the groups are quite small: either H 1 = 0 and Br = Z 2 , Z 3 , or Z 5 , or vice versa. This prediction does not seem to be right in general. On the one hand it is contradicted by a prediction of Gross and Pavanelli [11, Rem. 1.5], based on calculations in Pavanelli's thesis [21] , that if X is the abelian fibration above, with H 1 (X) = 0 and Br(X) = (Z 8 ) 2 , then its mirrorX has π 1 (X) = Br(X) = Z 8 . Even more seriously, Hosono and Takagi's X and Y have the same mirror according to [13] , but different H 1 and Br as we have discussed. Mirror symmetry is expected to exchange K 0 top and K 1 top , however, so mirror Calabi-Yau 3-folds should have the same H 1 ⊕ Br.
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